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Emergencies:--when to call your child's physician immediately-what to do in the event of burns,
bites, stings, poisoning, choking, and injuriesCommon Illnesses:-when it's safe to treat your child
at home-step-by-step instructions about dealing with fever, infections, allergies, rashes,
earaches, croup and various other common ailmentsBehavior Complications:-proven strategies
for colic, sleep disturbances, toilet training complications, thumbsucking, and the gaming craze-
no-nonsense discipline techniques for biting, temper tantrums, sibling fighting, and college
refusalHealth Promotion: From Birth Through Adolescence:-essential advice on newborn care,
nutrition, cholesterol assessment, immunizations, and sex education-ways of preventing spoiled
kids, picky eaters, overeating, tooth decay, incidents, and homework problems
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Recommended by my pediatrician This book was recommended if you ask me by a
pediatrician at my son's office. they request you to call your child's physicin for each indicator
there is. because you would have to get in touch with your child's teachers for that, not really
your son or daughter's physician. It dispels plenty of myths about how to treat certain
conditions or symptoms (e. I've skimmed through it and utilized it to look up a few minor factors
for my newborn and have been pleased with the info. for all age groups - newborns to teens. I
simply have this reserve and the Mayo Clinic baby reserve and they seem to complement each
other well so far. She loves it. Ultimate resource for parents Best, best, best reserve I've ever
purchased! Yes, I understand that sounds extreme, however when you are a new parent and
freaking out about your child's initial fevers or rashes, or concerned all you are doing is
normally ruining their sleep schedule forever, this publication was a divine intervention. Our
pediatrician suggested we buy a publication from this writer because he reportedly writes the
manuals for hospitals when parents call in and talk to nurses about their child's medical issues.
The book is very comprehensive about conditions, symptoms, healthy habits, feeding, trouble-
shooting, etc. It's simple enough to make use of and the language is understandable for
parents without dumbing the info down too much. The author provides tips about when to
contact your child's physician so when to go straight to the ER.I've experienced this book for
about a month . 5 now and fortunately haven't had to utilize it an excessive amount of.g.,
fevers, coughs) and the sections on establishing or correcting sleep routines (including info
about feeding our infant) helped us possess our baby sleeping during the night by the second
month. this book has about everything that you'll require for the overall health of your children.I
have purchased this reserve for family and have recommended it to close friends and
coworkers. I bought mine for a much higher price in the big book store, but haven't regretted
getting it the moment our little one acquired his first well-child visit. (This reserve, the Telephone
Triage protocols, and one with photocopiable home care handouts) When parents asked for a
good home book, I would always recommend that one first.! I finished up giving her my own
copy. Therefore thankful for our pediatrician's recommendation and for the publication! It's well
designed and very user friendly.).I found that book is quite helpful in the center of the night
whenever your kid has "X" symptom and you don't know should you call the pediatrician, visit
the ER or wait it out. Paired with a few fun plank books, it's ideal. I ended up giving her my own
copy I love the book I have one and it has the same copyright year (latest). RECOMMEND TO
EVERYONE! This was recommended if you ask me by a family member who is a family group
doctor - OBGYN in a little town.Now that is part of my go to BABY SHOWER CELEBRATION gift
for fresh parents. It explains different symptoms concerning an individual problem (for example
Vomiting) and provides you a list of things that are "regular" and you will watch child overnight
and stuff that are serious and you should call or visit a Dr. I and my husband used this book
therefore regularly to allay our fresh parent fears. like contact yoir child's physician if they have
an extreme interest in sex and or nudity. and contact your physician in the event that you feel
yoir teenager's school overall performance is normally declining markedly.e. I am a mother of
four kids. virus, etc.) Must have- especially for first time parents!, a cold, stomach flu, misc. Most
recommended by DOCTORS for grounds Recommended by DOCTORS for grounds!
immediately.I purchased this publication for my daughter who recently gave birth to her first
kid. I would suggest this book to brand-new parents (and most likely any parent of
children).yourkid swear only using places.It is well crafted and answers all your queries.Great
baby shower celebration gift! Five Stars love, great reference for a fresh mom Five Stars Must
have book if you got kids . Something for the parents as well as the baby. However, it had



been a present for a friend and it had a sticker that said ‘used’ on the back of it and the
price I paid. Perfect shower present for new parents As a pediatric triage nurse, I've constantly
preferred Schmidt's advice as my go to resources. Good advice for parents and professionals
Gave for a baby shower gift. This book was our bible in the pediatric offices that I worked well
in as an RN. Good advice for parents and experts! My first child was created in 1988. plus
they suggest that you enable. My “infants” are grown, and I am buying for them for grand-
infants, but I still occasionally make reference to my original every once in awhile, even for
grown-up problems ? Must Have Book My go-to book for all things related to my children
(injuries, illnesses, diets, behavioral issues, etc. The actual fact that Dr Schmidt utilized parent
input to perfect each edition, is an advantage if you ask me. I appreciate it's "keep it real"
approach. great book, but must be a little bit more reasonable. Right now he's 15 months
outdated an has never needed OTC medications and still sleeps around 12 (uninterrupted)
hours a evening. however, if they explain when to call your child's physician, they are fairly
unreasonable. He told me that there are a lot of parenting books out there that he
recommends his patients to read, but most are better to have a look at from the library than to
read.This is such a great resource to have on hand - I have it on my iPhone and also have
used it many times in the middle of the night when deciding a course of treatment (water,
Tylenol, ibuprofen, pedialite, crackers, bath, sleep, etc.) and whether my child's symptoms are
"regular" for the condition he has (i. However, he said that book is the one reserve he
recommends parents to buy and explained that the after hours hotline at the office uses this
reserve to gauge how exactly to help patients. Best baby book ever! I highly recommend this
book. which is not a good idea. this book is great in general, but I would complain you need
to call your son or daughter's physician for too many symptoms.
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